My proof of (1) followed immediately from the fact that, for infinitely many n, max ;F&) J > exp(ne loan)
IS1 & 1
The proof of (2) was quite complicated. Some time ago Kanold• asked me if I could estimate the growth of IF A (x) l in the interval (0, 1) . 1 have now found a very simple proof that there exists a positive constant c s such that, for infinitely many n, max JF,(x)J > cap (ne,Jlogloen),
o< <I which, of course, implies (2) and therefore (1) . I conjecture that (3) is satisfied for every c e <log 2, so that Bateman's result is best possible.
Proof of (3). It follows easily from the Prime Number Theorem, or from the more elementary result z ir(x)> log x' that there are arbitrarily large integers t for which a(t +1114) -T (t) > 11 0 114/log t .
Denote by P1 , P2, . . ., P k, where k> ot1 !4 ,9og t, the primes in the interval (t, t +P! 4 ) in ascending t order of magnitude . Put n = 11 P,, and
where, in F1;) (x), drums through the divisors of >1 satisfying ¢ ( Pi l ed) d . Here l is the greatest integer less than á (k -2) which satisfies t k (mod 2), and r (d) denotes the number of distinct
since exp (pi/ 2 )>2k (because pa >k4) .
We now estimate Assume that .v(n/d)=r-<l . Then, clearly, since r<k<pil4 , 
Thus, from (4), (5) and (9), JF n (x)V > } exp (c$k-Si221 t) (10) ?3ow n = pxp2 . . .pk < (p1+pl/ 4 ) k < 2pi < 2exp (5k log k) since PI < t +t 1 í4 < (7?ot1 J4/log t) 6 < 1-5 , and (1) fellows immediately from (i0) and (11) . pi n <d<Pk :
P . ERDŐS
Denote by ¢ (n, k) the number of integers, ni such that I<m<k and (m, n)=1 . Clearly ¢(n,k)=k l7 (1-1\+a2°+"1-i, where-l<a<1 (12) rl" pp I have proved [2] that, for every n, there exists a k such that j~(n, k) -k1 r1 -p, ' > at21 9(")/1og v(n), and conjectured [2) that the error term in (12) is o(2'1")) for v(n)-}co . Vijayaraghavan [6] and Lehmer [4] I believe that the error term in (13) cannot be replaced by 0 {20-a 4410Qto9 :} . if this could be proved it might enable one to show that (3) holds for every c 3< log 2 .
